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Abstract. The relationship between poor air quality and ill health concerns
citizens and health practitioners the world over. An increasing number of Air
Quality Data (AQD) apps quantify air quality numerically, yet many of us
remain confused about the ‘real’ extent of air pollution, in part because we tend
to ignore imperceptible pollution despite data alerting us to its danger. Further,
even if we understand it, data about air quality alone does not sustain citizens’
interest in environmental issues. We report on our use of Augmented Reality
(AR) to create an app that visualizes AQD as an affective miniature tree whose
health corresponds to live AQD. We argue that AR is polyaesthetic, demanding
a more embodied engagement from its users which deepens their understanding
of AQD. Our participatory design study with 60 users shows the salience of
using locally relevant imagery and working with users as co-designers to add
features that support social interaction to design an app that gamifies citizens’
interactions with AQD.
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1 Introduction

Views from Hong Kong’s gleaming skyscrapers across the harbor can be breathtaking,
but in January the wind direction changes, bringing the cool northeast monsoon which
has become notable as much for the smog associated with it as for its increased rainfall.
Pollutants from mainland China travel south blown in on these northeastern winds and
our breath is taken away for all the wrong reasons as shown in Fig. 1. While January
brings even more government warnings for children to play inside to avoid the
worsening air, Hong Kong, like most cities around the world, has a year-long problem
with pollution that it creates itself, predominantly as a result of emissions from diesel
vehicles on its roads and waterways. The World Health Organization (WHO) found
that “more than 80% of people living in urban areas that monitor air pollution are
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exposed to air quality levels that exceed WHO limits.” This is not only in low-income
cities. More than half (56%) of cities with 100,000+ citizens in high-income countries
are experiencing pollution levels above WHO guidelines [1]. Despite the WHO data,
many people are relatively unaware of the levels of pollution that they are living in as
we tend not to consider poor air quality or check pollution levels until pollution
becomes tangible in our daily lives. So how might a deeper awareness and an
engagement with the science of air quality be achieved?

While sustainable HCI research has tended to focus on ‘improving’ public
understanding of data (arguably an educational approach) and changing public
behavior [2], a more dialogic process is gaining favor that situates science in what has
been described as “circuits of culture” [3]. Instead of communicating a “correct” view
of the science in question, the message is neutral. Proponents of the circuit model assert
that meaning-making activities are dynamic, context-specific and change over time [3].
Sustainable HCI studies have used the term “discursive practice” [4] to describe a
similar, situated, approach to design.

1.1 Awareness of Air Pollution is a Matter of Perception

To make healthier choices when planning our commutes and outdoor leisure activities
in Hong Kong, we turned to computation, using air quality apps to get real-time AQD
in numerical form. These apps (see Fig. 1) break AQD down into a number of cate-
gories that, together, present a complex picture. Even simplified green, amber and red
‘traffic light’ categorizations are accompanied by numeric readings, as seen in the
Clean Air Network’s (CAN) app [5]. The HK Air Pollution app [6] displays overall air
cleanliness levels according to different international guidelines. Often these app
readouts did not correlate to what we saw or smelled. The air might look clear but data
showed pollution levels were high, conversely sometimes the air smelled bad but,

Fig. 1. Left: Air Matters app shows higher pollution in southern China than Hong Kong,
January 2018. Middle: Clean Air Network app. Right: HK Air shows a breakdown of pollutants.
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according to the apps, pollution was moderate. It turns out such mismatches between
subjective sense of levels of pollution versus factual data about pollution, are typical.

Research shows [7] that our awareness of air pollution is a matter of perception,
strongly influenced by what is observable and tangible, which does not always correlate
with empirical measurements [8]. In addition, AQD is often broken down into the five
key pollutants regulated under the Clean Air Act: ground-level ozone, particulate
matter, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. Typically, AQD apps
display information about each of these pollutants, creating a complex picture. Studies
of public understanding of science show that the abstract yet complex nature of
so-called ‘wicked problems’, like pollution and climate change, is notoriously difficult
to understand [9], and that our lack of understanding is distancing [10]. Sustain-
able HCI has explored novel uses of personal informatics to gather data on how we
behave in relation to these difficult-to-comprehend challenges [11, 12], to close this
‘distance’ [11, 13–15] and to prompt ‘transformative reflection’ [16].

Numerical data alone does not fully close the distance, so many projects visualize
data to make it perceptible. Sustainable HCI research into invisible indoor air pollution
found that visualization increased awareness and subsequent positive behavioral
change [17]. But how such data is visualized, matters. There is somewhat surprising
data about the use of supposedly affective icons, such as using polar bears to visualize
climate change. Studies show that we are disinterested in images of places and animals
[17] that are not part of our everyday lives [18] which applies to polar bears, for the
majority of us that live outside polar bear habitat. The converse is also true, locally
relevant images and cultural artefacts are more likely to carry scientific knowledge in
ways we find engaging [19]. HCI studies have determined that an emotional engage-
ment with data can be achieved by going beyond visualization, for example, by
translating live data into multisensory experiences [13]. Therefore, we asked the
question: How can we create multisensory experiences to emotionally engage partic-
ular local users with scientific data about air quality?

2 Designing to Improve Understanding of Air Quality Data

2.1 Dynamic Meaning Making by Citizens Through Networked Practices

In their study of risk analysis and mass media reporting of climate change, sociologists
and media theorists propose a revised, more reflexive version of the older “circuits of
culture model” which is relevant to our project. In this revised circuits of culture model
“[m]eanings are remade in the contexts of social interaction at the local level as media
texts are re-embedded in daily life” [3]. This helps to account for users making
meanings about AQD and pollution from using our app and it places users at the center
of meaning-making, recognizing their role in adapting and expanding the app and its
features through dissemination and interaction with designers and researchers. We
therefore took the circuit of culture model further, extending and formalizing the role of
the user in meaning-making via our participatory design workshop which we discuss
later.
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Sociologists have argued that rather than being apolitical, young citizens’ “par-
ticipation in social movements, rallies, protests, consumer boycotts all point to the
possible displacement of traditional models of representative democracy as the domi-
nant cultural form of engagement by alternative approaches increasingly characterized
through networking practices” [20]. They go on to argue that young citizens’ attitudes
are shaped more by their participation and interaction through social networks “which
they themselves have had a significant part in constructing” [20]. Our previous research
proposed that “mobile device practices in Hong Kong enable the significant extension
of mobile leisure and gaming experiences into open and public spaces” [21]. Addi-
tionally, networking practices were central to the civic engagement and protests of
Hong Kong’s Occupy Central movement [22, 23]. Pocket Penjing builds on these
findings to create a mobile leisure experience that encourages civic engagement.

2.2 Local and Social Salience

Our decision to develop an AR app that only runs on smartphones was informed by the
local relevance, or ubiquity, of mobile technologies. Statistics for smartphone use in
Hong Kong [24] show that 85% of all Hong Kong residents over the age of 10 years
have a smartphone. Of 15–49 year olds more than 97% have a smartphone and this
drops by only 5% to 92% for 50–59 year olds.

In addition to choosing a locally-relevant platform, we drew on regionally-relevant
imagery to represent AQD in our app, Pocket Penjing. The app takes its name from the
Chinese “penjing”, tray plantings of miniature trees which pre-date bonsai. In contrast
to Japanese bonsai, penjing place greater emphasis on landscape, environment and
people’s relationship to the tree [25], reinforcing the idea that our virtual miniature trees
are connected to the environment and to the human users that interact with them. We
model a cherry blossom tree because of its ancient and ongoing iconic status in Chi-
nese culture. Before we conducted our participatory design study, we produced a
functioning prototype comprising a simplified computational simulation of a cherry
tree that shows the impact of AQD on tree growth and displays the tree in AR.

2.3 Description of the Prototype App

The simulation described here is a prototype developed by our team of six, using
sketches and group discussion to develop low fidelity prototypes, which we then
iteratively adapted to make the stable prototype Android app which we describe here.

Scrape Live AQD, Create a Tree and Save It
The Android app is built using Unity3D. The introductory animation ends with an
image of the canopy of a stylized cherry tree. By tapping on an empty area, users name
their new tree. Up to three trees can be stored. Next, the user spins a 3D globe using a
swipe motion, to choose one from a choice of flagged locations that represent live
online air quality monitoring stations. The prototype uses data sources from live online
air quality monitoring stations in Hong Kong [26] and Wuhan [27, 28]. The tree’s
initial simplified environment is created from the selected location, using data recorded
from the previous day in order to include actual pollution, rainfall and sunshine totals
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over a 24-h period. Changes are input to the model via data from the selected station
each time a saved tree is loaded and additional random inputs come from the users
themselves as they seek to mitigate extreme weather or pollution by, for example,
tapping relevant icons to add virtual shade to their tree to protect it from sun or wind, or
to virtually water it (see Fig. 2).

Display Lindenmeyer Tree in AR, Speed Up Growth and Prune the Tree
We use a basic deterministic 3D L-System [29, 30] to structure cherry blossom trees
using turtle interpretation methods to calculate branching. The tree is defined at ini-
tialization, its final shape affected by three randomized branching angles (yaw, pitch,
roll) that produce similar, but slightly differing, tree structures based on the same rules
(see Fig. 2). The rules are informed by research into the growth and development of
cherry trees [31, 32]. Pre-built sectional model components are assembled to form a
three-dimensional tree. The app calculates the tree’s daily growth amount from the
selected live weather and AQD, incrementally scaling the tree’s 3D components
accordingly. The cumulative effects of applying each day’s growth factor causes the
tree to grow. We have not found any previous research that renders 3D forms, such as
an L-Systems tree, in real-time from live data in AR.

A printed beer-mat sized reference image (see Fig. 2) registers the base of the tree’s
shoot/trunk and as soon as the tree has been made the AR window loads. When users
first plant their tree only one set of historical data is available - the AQD that has just
been scraped from the selected online air monitoring station. As this is the first data
point, when users tap to plant their tree little or no growth will be visible. They have, in
effect, planted a seed. On successive days, as people reload saved trees, users will see
the tree growing, its rate and form based on the cumulative effect of the stored data.
From when users first plant a seed, they have another option to fast forward tree

Fig. 2. Screengrabs of the prototype. Left: AR tree aligned to final graphic marker placed on
windowsill. Middle: Test marker design held in hands. Right: Test marker design on road. (Color
figure online)
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growth, by tapping the ‘speed up growth’ icon to see the shoot becoming a fully-grown
tree in a couple of minutes. Figure 2 shows weather and air quality data displayed via
small icons with numeric AQD readings underneath, icons turn red to alert users about
data changes that will inhibit tree growth. As with real-life gardening, intervention is
required to mitigate the weather data to enable the tree to grow despite, for example,
overly polluted conditions. Users tap to alter temperature, pollution or rainfall. People
can prune and shape the tree by removing branches (not the main trunk). There is no
undo, just as when we cut the branch from a real penjing tree. After making the
Android app prototype we conducted a participatory design workshop with 63
undergraduates to improve the prototype.

3 Using a Participatory Design Method to Develop the AR
App

We conducted two, two-part formative participatory design workshops, which gave
users one week to experience the app, reflect on its design, consider new design ideas,
and share their ideas with the other participants and researchers. The format of
workshops followed the method for conducting participatory design workshop studies,
inspired by Gaver, et al.’s [33] notion of open design approaches, which are typically
divided into three stages: (1) users are given an opportunity to get acquainted with the
prototype through free-play or guided interactions; (2) users are asked to develop,
categorize, and organize their own ideas into design concepts; and (3) the researchers
will discuss these concepts with the users [33–35]. In the second part of the workshop,
two researchers undertook a collaborative mind mapping exercise to capture emerging
categories of ideas as they were described by users. We also audio and video recorded
the participants’ sharing and discussion of their design concepts for further analysis.
Following the workshops, we further discussed the ideas and implemented the most
popular in the next version of the app.

3.1 Recruitment of Participants

We recruited 63 participants from an introductory course on computer games at our
university in Hong Kong. The researchers obtained permission to conduct these
workshops from the course instructor, who found value in using this activity as part of
the students’ design assignments. The students of this course were divided into two
classes, one running on Tuesday and the other running on Wednesday. In the Tuesday
class, we recruited 33 participants, 23 (69.7%) were male and 10 (30.3%) female. In the
Wednesday class, we recruited 30 participants, 17 male (56.7%) and 13 female
(43.3%). Of all 63 participants, 63.5% were male and 36.5% were female. The gender
breakdown is typical of university students who historically enrolled in this course.
Participants were compensated with 5% towards their course grade. This course was
conducted in English, the standard teaching language across all courses of the
university.
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3.2 Conducting the Two-Part Workshops

To accommodate the schedules of the two classes, we conducted two sets of the
two-part workshop across two consecutive weeks - one for each class. In the first part,
the researchers gave participating students of each class a one-hour briefing, including a
live demonstration of the app. During the demonstration, two researchers helped stu-
dents to download the app onto their Android phones and test it out immediately. The
researchers also assisted any students who wanted extra information about, for
example, the user interface. Students without an Android phone either shared use of the
app with members of their group who had an Android device or used one of the five
Android phones we provided for loan for the entire week. We only had two loan
requests from students across the two classes. After the demonstration, students were
given a standard ‘prompt’: “How do we redesign Pocket Penjing so as to most
effectively persuade its players to care about environments in Hong Kong and Wuhan?
Provide drawings, sketches, and other diagrams to illustrate your ideas.” Students
continued working in pre-existing groups of four or five from their computer game
classes. There were seven groups for Tuesday’s workshops and eight groups for
Wednesday’s workshops. Each group was tasked with spending one week using the
app, considering the prompt, and presenting their ideas for improving the app. They
were asked to work together but to take the following approach: “To consider that
every idea is a good idea, and not to remove any idea that they or their team-mates
came up with.”

In the second section of the workshops, a week later, each group presented their
ideas in 15 min to a total of three hours with the researchers acting as moderators.
There had been no guidance or restrictions on how students might present their ideas.
Every group made a group presentation using one Powerpoint, during which they all
chose to give each member a chance to speak, each individual presenting their own
ideas in turn, which was perhaps due to our instruction of “not to remove any idea,” but
this turn-taking approach was also typical of the way students in that course had made
previous presentations. Presentations were predominantly verbal with text-based slides,
but most added illustrations or their own sketches. After each presentation, there was
time for one or two questions, usually to elaborate on points covered in the presen-
tation. In keeping with most other student presentations in this Hong Kong university,
students were allowed to but did not ask their peers questions while the researchers did.
Of the 15 total presentations, 13 groups gave us informed consent to audio and video
record their presentations. We did not record the 2 groups that did not give consent. All
students were assured that withholding consent would not be penalized in any way,
such as by a reduced grade.

3.3 Data Analysis

To analyze any emerging categories of design concepts, and to map how such cate-
gories related to each other, we performed iterative coding during and after the par-
ticipants’ presentations to capture [60] knowledge extracted during participatory design
sessions. We used a collaborative mind mapping web tool, Coogle (coogle.it), shown in
Fig. 3, that enables multiple users to construct a mind map together. Using Coogle, two
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researchers made a mind map to document ideas, features, and designs that the students
shared in each of the two workshop sessions. The two mind maps captured key points
from all the presentations, including those made from groups that did not give consent
to audio and video documentation. Both researchers accessed the same mind map
document, each from their own laptops, and simultaneously added categories as the
presentations took place. They could modify each other’s categories and alter the mind
maps live. No categories were discussed or developed by the researchers beforehand -
all were determined, openly and inductively, in response to the presentations.

After the workshops, we transcribed the audio recordings and performed more
coding of the transcriptions modifying our initial codes. For example, during the mind
mapping exercise, the two researchers had coded part of the social interaction features,
such as flowers and seeds, into the category “virtual items.” Research team members’
iterative coding and analysis made it clear that certain virtual items are mediating social
interactions - a salient theme found in many of the presentations. Thus, we conducted
additional iterations of inductive and axial coding until themes presented within the
findings section had emerged [36].

4 Findings

4.1 Preference for Locally Recognizable Features

Both themind maps and transcripts of the videoed presentations show numerous references
to the desire for additional features to the app that relate strongly to the local environment.
Half the groups (6 out of 12 groups, 28 out of 63 participants), suggested the addition of
regionally specific weather events and environmental conditions such as smog, typhoons,
and heavy rain. Locally important, socio-cultural features were also suggested such this
idea (see Fig. 4), “To encourage the players to interact with each other, we allow the players
to plant conjoined trees ( ). In Chinese culture it is similar to getting marr[ied to] the
other players.” The participant referred to a particular phrase in a Tang Dynasty poem
written by Bai Juyi ( , ), translated as “In heaven, let us

Fig. 3. Cropped section of Coogle mind map coding of one of the workshops.
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be birds with shared wings and body, and on earth, let us be trees conjoined.” The par-
ticipant combines two Chinese cultural notions, penjing and a Chinese idiom about intimate
social relationships. Another idea was to send trees to other players. Both ideas have social
interaction at their core, conforming to suggestions made in early studies of social inter-
action in multiplayer games, to “reward the players who make these locations truly social
environments” [18]. In the case of Pocket Penjing, the participants’ designs pointed to the
salience of social interaction for understanding science.

4.2 Salience of Social Interaction for Understanding Science

Our participant designers suggested ways to integrate Pocket Penjing with social
practices typical of the local Hong Kong student population. More than two thirds
(49 out of 63) participants designed features to enhance social interaction which
supports the theory that “[s]cience is a social process, yet scientists often pretend that it
is not.” [10]. The most popular suggested new features were sharing images of the trees
on Facebook, exchanging tips about how to cultivate a healthy tree and giving
tree-related gifts, like seeds, produced by the tree, or sending someone an entire
carefully cultivated and pruned tree. Making the tree part of established social festivals
was also suggested, “[on] Valentine’s Day the players can give their flowers to their
girlfriends or boyfriends and on […] Mother’s Day they can […] give the flower to
their mothers.” (see Fig. 5). New features suggested by participants were sometimes
coded as both game play and social interaction, for example, adding seeds and flowers
that could be saved when users grew a healthy tree, was suggested by many partici-
pants. These items were described both as rewards for players, and as gifts that could
be exchanged. There was a social dimension to the new difficulties, or levels, partic-
ipants designed for the app. For example, the success associated with growing a tree in
difficult situations was something not only personally motivating but also connected to
a desire to show the results of overcoming that difficulty to their friends. This was as

Fig. 4. Images from participatory design workshop presentations. Left: Conjoined trees as a
symbol of love. Courtesy of Baidu Baike. Right: idea for sending trees to other users.
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much about sharing tips for how to cultivate a tree as it was about bragging. One
participant saw the potential of the app to connect with users from beyond the local
region and understand other climate and pollution issues, they suggested more options
for scraping AQD from a wider range of “places around the world in regard to different
climate differences from different places, besides just Hong Kong and Wuhan. […]
Perhaps different penjing got different climate conditions in favour in their growing. So
that it will actually increase the interaction for the players and also make it more and
more fun.”

Socializing and Learning Enhanced by More Difficult Individual Play Elements
Participants’ came up with ideas to increase the number of simulations of local
real-world phenomena, such as typhoons and smog, and often reasoned that this would
result in better understanding of related pollution and weather. For example, this
participant correlates exposure to risk to their tree with increasing awareness of local
environmental issues, “in response to the large amount of rain during summer in Hong
Kong, landslides may occur which may immensely affect the growth of the players’
penjing. And then the players may be more careful in protecting the growth of the plant
and may be informed by the environmental issues surrounding them.” One unexpected
outcome was participants’ desire to work harder to grow their tree, “introduce some
sudden damages such as typhoon, bugs attacks or other disasters. So, when there is
typhoon they have to use a barrier to protect the plant in order to stay away from
damage. […] players […] pay more attention on the condition of the plant and then
change their strategies”. This also introduces the idea of strategy, a game-like element
that our prototype simulation did not support.

Most participants expected the app to be more game-like, with tokens and levels,
and less a simple simulation. Although we had not described it as a game, we had
described ‘playing’ with it in our prompt during the first workshop and our participant
designers were from a games course, leading to a potential bias towards seeing the app
as a game. However, sustainable HCI researchers investigating green transportation
behaviors [15] using the UbiGreen Transportation Display mobile tool also found that,
while they did not describe their product as a game, many users interpreted it as one
and expected more game-like features such as points and levels.

Fig. 5. Images from participatory design workshop presentations. Two participants’ ideas for
multiple player social features and social media sharing.
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4.3 The Importance of Real-World Interaction in AR Experiences

More than half (7 out of 12) of the groups of participants suggested additional
real-world interaction to integrate the tree more fully into their local environment in
ways that would involve users more bodily. 36 out of 63 presenters suggested more
advanced AR and real-world interactive functions, including support of head-mounted
displays, hand gesture recognition, audio and sunlight detection. Research has shown
that AR prompts a deeper haptic or bodily engagement [37]. Participant designers
echoed this with ideas for gesture recognition such as snipping their fingers (see Fig. 6)
to prune the tree and modeling the impact of real-world physics on plant growth,
typified by a sketch showing, “when we turn over the phone, the tree will grow upside
down, and so a penjing may grow like this” (see Fig. 6).

During the week between the two workshops, when they were exploring the app
and coming up with ideas for the next version, some participants discovered our
website [38] and were excited by screengrabs there that placed the AR tree in a variety
of settings. They expanded on this idea, again making it more social, with the idea of
placing a number of graphical markers together in parks so that multiple players could
meet up to make a garden.

5 Discussion

5.1 Local (Poly)Aesthetics and the Salience of Social Networks
for Learning

The aesthetic experience of Pocket Penjing reflects regional visual aesthetics of Chi-
nese paintings of cherry blossom and Chinese paper cuts (see Fig. 7). However, as
soon as the AR window loads it brings with it the aesthetics of the user’s offline world
(see Fig. 7). While VR replaces visual cues from the local environment with an
immersive artificial space, AR shows virtual objects within live camera images of our
immediate surroundings, thereby going further than VR to “encourage us to occupy

Fig. 6. Images from participatory design workshop presentations. Left: gesture recognition to
prune the tree. Right: tree growing differently when phone is held upside down.
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two locations at once – to think of ourselves as both ‘here and there’ – situated in our
immediate physical and cultural location as well as in the virtual world of the Internet”
[39]. Our decision to use AR locates the virtual tree firmly in the local situation,
emphasizing the importance of local context, “[o]ur augmented reality mobile apps can
be seen as experiments through which we test hypotheses that mixed reality opens up
the possibilities for more affective experiences” [39].

The way that AR blends the online and offline [40] means that Pocket Penjing’s
visual aesthetics are not fixed, but rather they constantly emerge as different people use
the app and take pictures of the trees, in different places. Our use of participatory design
to co-develop features also multiply implications of the aesthetic. We therefore suggest
that participatory design itself is polyaesthetic, bringing together multiple designers’
ideas, including features that take account of proprioception and embodiment. This
brings us to third aspect of polyaesthetics in Pocket Penjing, that of multisensory
involvement in AR [5]. For example, the use of a finger snipping action mentioned
earlier, or another participant’s idea to shade the tree by cupping their hand over the
phone screen to literally cast a shadow onto the screen. These gestures are typical of the
way that our experience of using AR reminds us of our embodiment as we twist and
turn our devices, and ourselves, to see virtual and real worlds combined on the screens
and as we physically move in order to experience AR. AR affords a sense of spatial and
emotional immersion that has been described as “polyaesthetic” [39] as it engages
“multiple senses, and not only the senses of sight, hearing, and touch but proprio-
ception as well” [37]. These multisensory and polyaesthetic affordances enhance
learning [37], and support social interaction [41] and informal learning [42]. But what
is the advantage of these complex and multilayered aesthetics? Do they motivate us to
engage with AQD? Help us to learn? Or do they confuse and distract?

Fig. 7. Screengrabs from the prototype. Left: opening image. Middle: papercut look to 3D pick
globe. Right: AR cherry tree growing from marker placed in a tin bucket on a balcony.
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Constructivist learning theory, developed from psychology, extends the circuits of
knowledge model [3], suggesting that we learn by constructing knowledge for our-
selves, making meaning of the world both individually and socially [43, 44] and both
these models are relevant when core users of the app are young citizens whose attitudes
are shaped by networked social interaction [20]. Experts in learning technologies see
synergy between AR and the power of situated and constructivist learning, arguing that
“mobile devices equipped with AR experiences can enhance learning by situating data
collection activities in a larger, meaningful context that connects to students’ activities
at the real-world setting” [45]. Humans are social animals and these real-world settings
are populated with other people. Playful engagement lends itself to social, even col-
laborative interaction with others. Therefore, we argue that a collaborative learning
approach to science is likely to lead to higher achievement outcomes, and students will
be more motivated and develop better social skills than learning science via more
didactic approaches [37].

5.2 Persuasive Games, Learning and Sharing

The playful, rather than didactic, structure of our app has much in keeping with
persuasive games [46] or ‘gamification’ [47]. It simulates the experience of having a
small tree and learning what is necessary to nurture it as it responds, positively or
negatively, to changing weather and air pollution. The values of our participant
designers exist outside the game, and through their work with us they “focused on the
social practices of playing the game, rather than the social practices represented in the
game. […] [games] are also media where cultural values themselves can be represented
—for critique, satire, education, or commentary” [46]. This is part of what has been
termed the ‘civic turn’ in HCI, the use of technology in civic action, engagement and
participation in civic life [48]. The procedural rhetorical devices of league tables and
scores, suggested as essential new features by our participants, are typical of many
games and have been shown by sustainability HCI studies to enable comparisons
between players and datasets [11] and incentivize engagement [49]. Kjledskov et al.’s
HCI study of electricity consumption displayed on mobile devices showed comparative
visualization to be beneficial to the increase of awareness necessary for the support of
more sustainable behaviors [11]. While that study visualized different household’s
energy usage, our mobile app supports multiple trees that can each represent AQD from
a different monitoring station, hence enabling comparisons of the effect of air quality on
trees in different geographic regions. Another game, Echo Chamber [50], uses proce-
dural rhetoric, the practice of using computational processes persuasively, to make a
game about the rhetoric and language of the debate the ‘wickedly complex’ topic of
climate science. The designers found that the game was incidentally a learning tool for
climate change, though its main focus was on utilising effective communication
techniques. Like Echo Chamber, users of Pocket Penjing will learn about air pollution
incidentally, while their main focus is on nurturing their tree and sharing that experi-
ence with others.
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5.3 Scientific Data and Local Connections

By situating our participatory design workshops in Hong Kong, we have gone some
way towards accounting for, and reflecting, those participants’ shared cultural con-
nections. Using techniques from game design, persuasive games “support existing
social and cultural positions, but they can also disrupt and change those positions,
leading to potentially significant long-term social change” [46].

Users interactions with data-driven rendered 3D cherry trees in Pocket Penjing
create visual narratives “capable of providing clarity to the complicated and contested
nature of toxic issues that would be considered controversial if stated in words” [52].
The narratives are not only visual though, as our sense of AQD is made tangible by
being rendered as an AR experience that requires us to relate bodily to the data using
multiple senses. AR experiences are not only multisensory, they are social, cultural and
collaborative. The CAN app mentioned at the beginning of this paper (see Fig. 1)
tip-toes towards more social engagement as it enables users to add comments which are
then marked on a map with a footprint icon. However, there is no support of social
interaction between commenters. Our prototype app provides numeric data about air
quality but this is secondary to the representation of that data in a visual form. Like
UbiGreen, our prototype was “not inherently social” [15] but, nevertheless, our par-
ticipatory design study found that its graphics were conversation-starters, people
wanted to know how the trees were progressing and to be able to share trees. Similar
findings lead the UbiGreen team to plan future work to “explore the value of sharing
application data among social groups” and we have now also begun to do that, as
described below [63].

In summary, we have found it useful to converge changing trends that seem to run
in parallel: the didactic communication of science of twenty years ago that has become
the more circuit-based, or dialogic, engagement with science of more recent years; the
move from didactic learning to constructivist and collaborative learning; the move from
the “Modernist design in the 20th century [that] emphasized perfect integration of
elements into a single unified form” [5] to the polyaesthetics of AR that exist in the
aesthetic era of glitch and socially engaged art practice which emphasize the impor-
tance of locality and localness.

5.4 Implementing Ideas from the Participatory Design Workshops

Since completing the participatory design workshops we have implemented the fol-
lowing ideas: firstly, to increase the gamification and provide more visual feedback
when users take actions. Participant designers wanted the addition of more international
air quality index stations and we have added five, with more to follow (see Fig. 9). Our
co-designers in the workshops suggested tapping icons was boring and more dynamic
graphic representations were needed to show the tree’s changes in health instead of it
always looking perky. We have therefore developed a wider range of leaf and blossom
textures to express health, for example the brown dry leaves in Fig. 8. Now, when the
icons show a red alert, users access a toolbox and our first implementation of new
visual tools to replace tapping on icons, in this case the low-water icon, is a watering
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can animation that users activate (see Fig. 8). A number of different social sharing
functions are in development but we have completed and implemented a gallery area
within the app (see Fig. 9) and a related Facebook sharing feature (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. Left: idea presented during participatory design workshop to replace tapping on icon to
water tree, with image of a watering can. Middle: our implementation of the idea, plus
implementation of idea to render leaves brown to show dryness. Right: our addition of animated
tipping of can and particle systems water flow.

Fig. 9. Left: portion of the globe showing some of the additional AQI stations added. Middle:
camera feature built into app allows users to create a gallery, scroll through their saved images
and caption them for Facebook. Right: images are then immediately shared to Facebook.
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5.5 Future Work

Designing with participants from Hong Kong in an English-speaking university setting
presented few problems but we plan to conduct further studies in other localities and
languages in order to explore the impact of language on the study and within the app
itself. As described above we have begun to implement some of the features suggested
from the participatory design workshops. We have more work to do in this regard,
especially in relation to developing tokens, levels as part of a more gamified user
experience. After the new features have been implemented we will conduct more
naturalistic user studies that focus on how much more people understand about AQD
after using the app in their daily life.

6 Conclusion

Pocket Penjing uses AR to enhance the sense of local context. The app supports
informal, unstructured learning by making the focus of its persuasive simulation the
tree and the users’ relationship to it, while the scientific data that determines the tree’s
default condition is robust but downplayed. Instead attention is on our application of
engaging data visualisation mechanics using real-time rendering of 3D trees. Learning
how to engage with and interpret AQD is situated in a physical and cultural context in
keeping with ideas that “knowledge is situated [53]. We designed the app on the
premise that knowledge cannot be separated from the context in which it is learned [53]
or, going further, that knowledge emerges through intra-actions between humans
(scientists who develop metrics for measuring AQD, designers of App, users) and
non-humans (ubiquitous computing networks, various mobile devices, air monitoring
stations). Our use of participatory design studies shows that a more holistic approach to
understanding AQD through embodied experiences situated in users’ local real-world
contexts, with playable media that have a number of features to support social inter-
action, are more powerful and engaging than abstract reasoning or relying on inter-
preting numeric AQD. Based on these findings, and on research studies showing that
we engage and commit more if activities further social relationships, we argue that a
deeper understanding of AQD may be fostered from embodied and socially-mediated
interaction with data in local, blended offline/online spaces of AR.
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